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Candidates Await Monday’s Verdict
★

★

★

★

Whiskers, Gowns In Armory Sat.
“Old South Ball”

Polls Open 8-5

Tickets Still On

As Ten Names

Sale At $3

Appear On Ballot

Beards, Belles, rebel flags, and
“Top Hats” will flood the Statesboro National Guard Armory Saturday night at 8:30 as the 1963
annual “Old South Ball” swings
into motion.

Student Congress elections of
officers for 1963-64 will get underway Monday morning at 8
a.m. with ten candidates seeking
five different offices, according to
Ray Bowden, Congress President.
The week-long campaign began on Monday of this week, and
the ten candidates presented their
campaign speeches before the
student body in McCroan Auditorium Tuesday night.
The polls will be closed at 5
p.m. Monday afternoon, but Bowden stated that there is a chance
that they will be open longer if
student suport demands it.

Tickets are $3.00 per couple
and are now on sale in the lobby
of the student center. Donald
Westberry, Junior class president
Jerry Kight, publicity chairman for the “Old South Ball” measures the progress made by one GSC and chariman of the dance, urges
man who hopes to contest for the “longest beard of the Ball.” Tickets are still on sale at $3 per couple. that all students buy tickets in
The traditional dance gets underway at 6:30 in the National Guard Armory.
advance in order to avoid a rush
at the door.

“Anybody Got Beard Fertilizer?”

Dr. Robins Speaks
For Honors Day
,

The Honors Day Convocation
for Georgia Southern College students wil be held on May 13 at
10:15 am.., in McCroan Auditorium and the speaker for the occasion will be Dr. Gerald B.
Robins, who is President of Augusta College.
Dr. Robins has been President
of the college since 1957, and
prior to this time, he was a member of the faculty of the University of Georgia, where he was
chairman of the Executive Committee of the College of Education.

sie Mclveen, Miss Jane Barrow,
Mr. Lloyd Joyner, and Dr. Ralph
Tyson.
The cumulative data on all
nominees is reviewed by the Honors committee, and nominees are
screened for academic standing,
evidence of constructive leadership, and evidence of service to
the college community.
To be eligible for the excellent
scholarship award, students must
maintain a 3.5 average for five
consecutive quarters.
The Sunday preceeding Honors
Day is Parents Day, and the parents of all students are invited to
visit the campus.

Dr. Robins, a native of Salem,
Arkansas, graduated cum laude
from the University of Arkansas
in 1948. He received his M.S.
from Arkansas in 1950, and he
was awarded the Ed. D. degree
from the University of Georgia in
1954.
While in college, Dr. Robins
was a member of Kappa Sigma,
social fraternity; ODK, leadership
organiaztion; Psi Chi, honorary,
psychological society; Kappa Delta Pi, honorary educational society; Phi Kappa Phi, honorary
scholastic organization; Phi Delta
Kappa, honorary society of men
k>; in education. He was the charter
president of the campus Phi
Delta Kappa and received the
coveted service award key of the
organization in 1961.
Dr. Robins was a combat navigator during World War II, and
he is now serving as a Major in
the Air Force Reserve.
He is active in church, community, and civic work, and is
DR. GERALD B. ROBINS
presently serving as President of
the Augusta Rotary Club. He is
a mason, and was a member of
the Junior Chamber of Commerce. His religious preference
is Methodist, and he is a member of the Trinity-On-The-Hill
Methodist Church.
Dr. Robins is married to the
former Fay Ann Kennan, who is
a native of Little Rock, Arkansas,
The Ante-Bellum South history
and they have two children, Gerald Robins, 13, and James Robins, class will leave Friday, May 17
at 6 a.m. on a chartered bus for
10.
....
Augusta College has tripled its a weekend tour of historic Char*
enrollment and the quality of the leston, S. C., according to Dr.
instructional program has been Jack N. Averitt, chairman of the
upped under the leadership of social science division.
Dr. Robins.
The biennial pilgrimage led by
The purpose of the Honors Dr. Averitt will include a visit to
Day program is to recognize and Middleton Place Gardens, a tour
commend students meriting schol- of a few homes of the antebellum
arship honors; senior students period including the Heywardwho have exhibited constructive Washington house, the Joseph
leadership in the advancement of Manigault house, and the Naththe college program or who have aniel Russell house.
rendered unselfish service in an
outstanding manner during their
Also to be toured on Friday
college experiences; and students afternoon will be the St. Michwho have been designated as re- ael’s and St. Philip’s Episcopal
cipients of specified awards given churches. The group will later
for participation in certain phases check into the St. John’s Hotel
of the college program.
and attend a play at the Dock
Nominations for the Leadership Street theater that evening.
Service Awards are made by the
Saturday the group will be the
administration and faculty of the
divisional groups. Members of guests of Archibald Rutledge at
the Honors committee, which are Hampton Plantation located about
selected by President Zach Hen- 40 miles north of Charleston at
derson, are Dr. Burton Bogitsh, McClellanville, S. C. Returning to
tf-Dr. William McKenny, Miss Has- Charleston they will take a tour
of the harbor and visit the island
fortress of Fort Sumter.
Hie Gamma Sigma Upsilon
Sunday the group will worship
hostesses for the week of May
3 through 9 are Grace Wright, at St. Michael’s and visit the
227 Lewis, and Linda Shaw, Charleston Museum before re222 Lewis.
turning to Statesboro.

Antebellum Class
Sees Charleston

For Study

The “Top Hats,” a five piece
band from Valdosta who will
provide the music, performed at
BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT GSC for the homecoming dance
The Biology Department of and have performed at all the
Georgia Southern College has major colleges in Georgia.
just been notified if its being seTheir style of music, according
lected to receive $6,880 for the to Westberry, ranges from Rock
purpose of offering an In-Service and Roll to that of the “Four
Institution to secondary high Freshmen.” The instruments used
school teachers of biology. This are a piano, guitar, bass, drums,
award was issued by the National trumpet, saxaphone, and a valve
Science Foundation to Dr. Rich- trombone.
ard P. King, associate professor
Westberry added, “The theme
of chemistry.
for this year’s ball is entitled
Two courses will be offered
‘Southern Spring,’ which will be
during the 1963-64 school year: designated to portray a typical
General Physiology and Plant springtime in the antebellum
Anatomy. They will be instruc- South.”
ted by Dr. King and Dr. John F.
Boole, department chairman. The
Prizes wil be awarded to the
first course will be taught from boy who possesses the longest
and “most southern looking”
September to February.
According to Dr. King, not beard; and to the girl who best
more than twenty people will be typifies the “Southern Belle”
entered in this institute. Travel look, according to Jerry Kight,
expense and book allowance will publicity chairman.
be given to those students parRobert Manley, a photographer
ticipating in the study. Anyone from Augusta, will be on hand to
interested may write Dr. King, take pictures of couples. WestNational Science Foundation, In- berry said,” Manley will have
Service Institute, Georgia South- some of his pictures on display in
ern College.
the student center on Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday so that students may see the quality of his
work.”

$6,880 GRANTED TO

Language Arts

Awards Dinner
Slated May 23
The first annual Language Arts
Awards Dinner will be held May
23, at 7:30 p.m., at the Forest
Heights Country Club. Dinner
will be served followed by an
awards program.
Under the direction of Clyde
J. Faries, assistant professor of
speech, and Ric Mandes, director
of Public Relations, honors will
be presented in the areas of
drama, literature, and public
speaking. Tickets are $2.00.
During the program, Robert
Overstreet will present the drama
awards; Roy Powell, the “Josh
Lanier Literary ' Awards;” and
Clyde Faries, the “Bulloch Herald
Public Speaking Award.”
After the presentation of the
literary awards, excerpts from
the prize-winning short story and
poem will be read. Next, those
attending will see the finals of
the public speaking contest.
Faries states that the entire program will last about 45 minutes.
Anyone desiring tickets should
contact Faries, Powell, Overstreet, or Mandes. The deadline
for purchasing tickets will be
May 20.

Music Division
Buys New Organ
The music departemnt has purchased an electric organ, costing
approximately $1,000, to be used
in the recital hall of the music
building as well as in McCroan
Auditorium.
The organ will be delivered in
about 2 weeks, and will remain
in the music building for student
practice and recitals until needed
in the auditorium.
— WEEKEND EVENTS —
Friday, May 3: Weekend
Movie at 7:30 in McCroan.
Saturday, May 4: Old South
Ball from 8:30 until 12:30 at
the National Guard Armory.

Prices for the picture will be
$4.00 for two 5”x7” photos in a
plastic frame, plus two 2”x3”
wallet-sized pictures. Both sizes
will be in color.

Small Crowd But Interested
This was the scene in McCroan Auditorium Tuesday night as approximately 75 students heard the ten
candidates for Student Congress offices lay out their platforms. The candidates commented on issues
ranging from the honors system to supervised parking for dating couples. For pictures of all the candidates, plus their answers to some GEORGE-ANNE questions, see page 3.

'Brigadoon’ Set
For May 9 - 10
The GSC Music Division’s production of “Brigadoon” is set for
apearance in McCroan Auditorium on May 9 and 10, according
to Dr. John P. Graham, director.
The rehearsals are being conducted nightly from 6:30 until
8:30 p.m. in Marvin Pittman
Auditorium. Rehearsals will continue to be held there until the
McCroan stage can be procured
for rehearsals, said Graham.
“The Learner and Lowe musical which was first produced in
1947 received much acclaim and
is recognized as a general favorite
among musicals,” added Graham.

Chairmen of the different committees are as folows: decorations, Marie Eubanks; Publicity,
Jerry Kight and Linda Scott;
Refreshments, Fran Skelton and
Brenda Goswic; and tickets,
Laura Faye Abney.

Applications For
MP Scholarship
Due Saturday

Applications for the Marvin
Pittman Scholarship to be awardWith Bonnie Jean,” and the title ed on Honors Day, May 13, must
be submitted to Dean Carroll not
song “Brigadoon.”
later than midnight, Saturday.
The cast, which is made up entirely of GSC students, includes:
The Scholarship, established in
Amelia Robertson as Fiona Mc- 1955 by the First Federal Savings
Laren, Price Chapman as Tommy and Loan Association of StatesAlbright, Bob Fullerton as Jeff boro in memory of Dr. Marvin
Douglas, Jackie Comer as Meg S. Pittman, provides tuition and
Brockie, Harry Briner as Charlie fees for the academic year, beDalrymple, Pat McMillen as Mr. ginning in September and conLundie, Gail Means as Jean Mc- cluding in June. For the 1963-64
Laren, Lloyd Williamson as An- year, it is valued at $216.00.
gus McDuffie, Billy Wilson as
Present juniors are eligible.
Andrew McLauren, Joe Johns as
Frank the Bartender, Linda Gillis Selection of the recipient is made
as Jane Ashton, and Janie Arnold by a committee appointed by the
First Federal Savings and Loan
as Meggie Anderson.
Dr. Graham stated that dial- Association of Statesboro on the
ogue and chorus parts, including basis of scholastic rank, character, qualities of leadership, achisolos have been combined, and
the show is beginning to show evement, physical health and
signs of shaping up into a real I vigor, and promise of future disI tinction.
production.
Dr. Jack Broucek and Joy | Additional information and apLetchworth will accompany the | plication blanks may be obtained
1
production on piano.
from Dean Carroll.

For the candidates’ statements concerning some of the
issues which they will be facing, see page three. For editorial comments see page two.
Bowden went on to say that a
request was made to Rockwell
Manufacturing Company for the
use of several voting machines
which “will be used on the same
basis as last year’s election.”
However, he explained that to
obtain the machines, Rockwell
would have to clear it with the
home office in Jamestown, Virginia, and the machines would
have to be shipped to Southern
from Jacksonville, Florida. But
official word as to whether or
not the machines will be used in
Monday’s election had not been
reecived as of Tuesday night.
Bowden further stated that he
expected approximately eightyfive per-cent of the on campus
students to vote in the upcoming
election.
He went on to say that another
time may have to be set up for
the election of division representatives if all the division nominees
are not selected by the Tuesday
night deadline.
The ten candidates for Student
Congress positions are as follows:
Don Westberry of Odum, who
been a member of Gamma Sigma
Upsilon, the Baptist Student
Union Council, Alpha Gamr. Pi
(freshmen honorary fraternity',
and was an officer of SNEA. He
is a social science major, and is
currently President of the Junior
class.

The production is centered
around the strange little Scotish
village of Brigadoon, which
comes to life for twenty-four
hours only once in every hundred
years. Two American hunters of
the present suddenly stumble upContinued on Back Page
on Brigadoon on the one day of
The APO pledges are helping
it’s existence. “The events that
with decorations. The Armory
follow are interesting and enterwill be decorated in a typical taining,” said Dr. Graham.
Southern atmosphere. Dress has
been designated as formal.
The musical score for this production includes such songs as
“Almost Like Falling in Love,”
“Heather on the Hill,” “Come To
ALPHA GAMMA PHI
Me, Bend To Me,” “I’ll Go Home
Ten freshman men have been
invited to become members of
Alpha Gamma Pi, an honor fraternity for freshman men who
maintain an overall B plus average during their first two quarters at college.
The eligible freshmen are:
William Barrow, Claxton; Danny Broucek, Statesboro; Frederick
Announcements were made conDent, Cordele; David Bing Hurst,
Sylvania; Johnny Lewis, Glenn- cerning preliminaries of the GSC
ville; John McCormick, States- registration for summer school
boro; James Merritt, Griffin; Wil- work by Lloyd Joyner, director
liam James Peters, Blakely; Her- of admissions.
bert Shippey, Albany; Charles
Joyner states that students
Edwin Johnson, Waycross.
planning to enroll in summer
work with the college must fill
DPA DANCE
out a “former student application.” The student must present
— Friday Night —
a registration permit at the time
Alumni Gym
of registering for his course work.
50c Admission
This permit will be mailed to
each students after completing
Also: Car Wash
the former student form.
This Weekend
Applications may be picked up
from Joyner’s office between now
and the end of spring quarter.
This procedure will allow the office of the registrar to know how
many students are plannnig to attend summer school.
Candidates Speak
3
If a student has not filled out
Editorials
2 a former student application at the
Paging Southern
2 time of reigstration, he will be reSame Old Shillelagh
2 quired to complete one before he
Inquiring Reporter
2 is officially accepted in school.
Letter to Editor
2 Anyone interesting in receiving
Dutchman’s Goal
4 additional information about sumLeading man Price Chapman and Harry Griner run through a battle scene from the upcoming producSports
4&5 mer school matriculation may
tion
of the musical “Brigadoon.” Rehearsals continued at a rapid pace as curtain time for the show
Speaker Smith
6 write Joyner, Georgia Southern
draws near. “Brigadoon” will be presented May 9 and 10 in McCroan Auditorium.
Baseball Contest
6 College.

Requirement For
Summer School

Entry Outlined

Inside

The George-Anne

Touche Ye Bliniy Scotsman!

Paging
outwent

Politics At Georgia Southern College
Those who failed to attend Tuesday night’s campaign rally, at
which Student Congress officer
candidates revealed their platforms, missed what may possibly
have been the most interesting
session of it’s nature on the GSC
campus in years.
With favorable surprise, the
GEORGE-ANNE listened to congressional candidates not only talk
but SAY SOMETHING while in the
process. With equal satisfaction, we
noticed that some quite opposite
viewpoints on several issues were
presented — the most striking of
which would have to be the opposing viewpoints of the two presidential candidates on the honor system.
A glance at page three of this
week’s GEORGE-ANNE should
give first hand insight as to how
their ideas differ on this and other
points. All the candidates have said
more than “I’d like to serve you.”
We urge all voters to study the
answers to the vital questions on
the opposite page given in the candidates’ own words.
Study those answers, and not
only vote Monday, but vote for or
against something more concrete
than a “friend” or an “enemy.”
As for The GEORGE-ANNE’s
stand in the election — We had
courted the idea of coming out openly in favor or in opposition to one
candidate or the other
(which
hasn’t been done in quite some
time).
But since we’ve been so intent
on basing this election on issues
rather than personalities, we decided against that. The GEORGEANNE’S feeling on most of the
ideas brought forward have been
expressed on this page quite often
in the past. Needless to stay we
support the candidates who seem
to most closely coincide with those
feelings.

In recollection, we quote briefly
some passages which have appeared in earlier issues of The
GEORGE-ANNE:
February 7 — “ . . one can usually find a student condemning
one GSC rule or the other as “outdated, puritanistic, unfair’ and so
forth. There are also a few students who feel that present rules
and regulations are ‘too lenient and
too liberal.” We found that a few
of the stipulations within (The TBook, ARE outdated, and some
haven’t been enforced for years.”
April 4—“This proposal (an
honors system), as seemed at
Thursday’s meeting, could be one
of the wisest moves made in recent years concerning student affairs, or it could turn out to be
another loud flop.” (It all depends
on the manner in which it’s organized.!
April 4—“Wouldn’t the chances
of any unforseen happenings be
greatly reduced if this school were
to set up a sanctioned on-campus
parking area for dating students.”
November 8—“However, The
George-Anne cannot see any validity in the fact that the number
of automobiles on campus would
have to be restricted (for freshmen) when sufficient space could
be made available without much
difficulty.”
The candidates have commented
on these issues either in Tuesday
night’s speeches or in todays paper. Find out what they have said,
and vote as you see fit.
One more thing. We’d like to
see GSC’s elections conducted on
a mature political basis, and it
seems this week that the college
may be maturing politically. We
feel that professional politicians,
however, display immaturity when
they resort to attacking their opponents’ personal lives. Let’s keep
that phase of professional politics out of the GSC picture.

Responsibility Limited ? ?
Sometimes life can be simple in
a coed dormitory, and at othertimes the meaning of life in such
a dorm can be misleading. For, by
some strange coincidence they are
told to act as mature college women and not irresponsible girls.
However, to this end, their rules
and regulations leave much to be
desired.
One in particular is that rule
about lights having to be out by
midnight in the freshmen women’s
residence halls, and then having
someone check the rooms a few
minutes later to see that none of
the girls are staying up late studying in their rooms, thereby disobeying regulations.
Why not go a step further and
tuck them in ? ? Or station someone at every room to make certain
that no “hanky-panky” is going on.
It is understandable that strumming a uke, playing a stereo, or
merely talking loud after the
witching hour is bound to disturb
more than one coed’s sleep, but it
is inconcievable that someone staying up studying or finishing a research paper is going to arouse

the slumber of all the girls on her
wing.
After all, if someone is going
to stay up late and disturb someone else’s sleep, they will find some
way to do it despite “lights out”
rules and periodic room checks.
It is quite obvious that no such
rule is prevalent in the freshmen
and sophomore men’s residence
hall, and it is equally obvious that
no such rule could be enforced
without some sort of major uprising. Now, if freshmen men are supposed to be more responsible than
freshmen women, why has the
GEORGE-ANNE received so many
complaints about loud stereos, guitars, fireworks, and thievery in
Sanford Hall?
The GEORGE-ANNE feels that
some arrangement should be made
on a trial basis whereas girls
should be given the right to stay up
later if they wish, as long as there
are no unnecessary disturbances.
However, before this is put into
permanent practice, these coeds
must prove that they are capable
of accepting this responsibility, or
the status quo will remain with
adequate justification.
jjjjj ..
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By ROLAND PAGE, Editor
.

“So we’ve got problems—so
the school needs this and should
do that—so that term paper is
due next week. Right now, I give
a
!”
This is a tragic attitude and a
disheartening one to take at GSC
or any other college. And yet, it
seems to be the overriding theme
of student sentiment every year
at this time.
Summer is near and perhaps no
one on this campus is happier to
see it come this year than yours
truly. I don’t know if all students
are the same, but to me, the three
terms that make up a school year
here inevitably lead to three different attitudes toward campus
life.
Fall quarter I’m full of energy,
ready to renew old friendships,
fling into extracurricular activities, fight for whatever is worth
the effort, and break all records
grade wise. It’s a healthy, novel
atmosphere.
Winter quarter some of the
novelty has worn off. The “new”
old faces have grown old again.
I’ve been disillusioned as to the
practicability of some of my
plans, the “fight” was not of the
most glorious or successful nature, and grades—well not exact-

By WINFRED L. GODWIN
Director Southern Regional Education Board
.. ..

Novelist William March stormed the Broadway stage and left a
mark of gold on commercial publishing with “The Bad Seed” and
other best-sellers.
But one of his most significant
manuscripts—a collection of 99
fables—was not considered a
good venture for commercial publishing. The fables later appeared
under the imprint of the University of Alabama Press. When they
were published, Harper Lee, one
of Alabama’s favorite writers,
said:
“Now, thanks to Dr. William
T. Going and the University of
Alabama Press, William March’s
Fables are where they should be:
in print, for the delight of anyone who enjoys a noble sentence,
an astringent and unique personality, and wisdom born of worldly knowledge.”
University Presses
Serves Many Functions
University presses of the nation serve many functions — to
publish significant works not
profitable to the commercial
press; to publish academic books
which contribute to an understanding of human affairs in the
arts or the sciences; to publish
results of scholarly research: to
encourage scholarship in the region served by the university and
to serve the university in many
ways.
Some 75 university presses
now produce nearly nine per cent
of the 18,000 new books issued
each year in the United States.
In 1961 their sales totaled $12
million, according to the American Book Publishers Council.
Most university press publications come from 41 presses which
belong to the Association of
American University Presses.
Among these are 11 presses at
Southern universities — Duke,
Florida, Georgia, Johns Hopkins,
Kentucky, Louisiana State, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Southern Methodist, and
Texas.
The Unievrsity of Virginia has

-

.

Letters To Editor
Dear Editor,
I see the first letter I wrote infuriated a young lady. Good! I
was hoping it would step on
somebody’s toes, but Miss McKnight stepped on mine when she
said, “Try your own advice and
perhaps you won’t have such a
complaint.” I can assure you
Miss that if I ever gave any advice or if I ever give any advice
on a matter such as this, its a
dead certainty that I have been
practicing and I will practice
what I preach. In other words, I
do definitely speak first (that is,
if I can do so before the person
looks the other way.) In fact, I
even speak to some people who
have their heads turned just to
see the look of surprise on their
face when they turn around.
Before I wrote my letter, I also
asked the opinion of several people and they all agreed with me,
so I suppose the conclusion to be
drawn from that is that it depends on who you ask as to
whether or not people at GSC
are friendly.
I didn’t intend to write about
unfriendliness aagin this week,
Mr. Editor, but a lot of times I
have to do things I didn’t intend
to do so please excuse me. I am
not going to be surprised if my
letter about girls smoking incites
a riot among the female popula-

tion of this school. Girls really
do hate to be laughed at about
things of that nature.
I remain
Amused

WHY DO THEY
DO IT?
(ACP) - Merchants whose stores
line the campus of North Texas
State University, Denton, Texas,
estimate that each time the cash
register rings up a $1 sale, three
cents will have to be used to pay
for merchandise stolen by students.
Why do students steal? THE
CAMPUS CHAT, university newspaper, quoted one dealer as saying: “I think a lot of kids just
want to see what it’s like to take
something home without an explanation of how they bought it.”
Another said he considered
stealing an act of immaturity
and that he expected a certain
amount of it among freshmen.
What do students steal? Suits,
shoes, dresses, coats, salad bowls,
carving knives, lamps, steaks and
innumerable foodstuffs.
“These students,” one businessman said, “are like little kids
and they have to have their hands
slapped once or twice oefore
they really learn right from
wrong.”

entered fall quarter with the
“great plans” mentioned earlier
should use elections as one means
for fighting for said plans.
One group of individuals at
GSC who don’t seem to alter
their ideas just for the sake of
“summer hopes” is, of course,
our dear professors. Tests, term
papers, and other such “goodies”
are just as prevelant now as in
October.
I’m tired, you’re tired, and it’s
so tempting to throw up our
hands and call it quits. Yet if the
fight doesn’t continue, if the work
doesn’t continue, if we don’t continue, a dark, unproductive shadow will have darkened all the
accomplishments made earlier in
the term. And, as often happens,
the “shadow” will have a regressing effect on the year ahead.
If there’s one tenth of one
ounce of spirit left in us (and
there must be somewhere) let’s
burn it up in a fiery ending. It
seems a little “disturbing” to
some tired old molecules to say
this but I must:
“Only four more weeks to go
— Let’s make the most of it!!!”
Merrily ... we trudge along.
Really, I mean it.

V*.

SAME OLD
SHILLELAGH

■

established its new press “a true
academic press for publication of
scholarly works in Virginia.”
Purpose Given
One of the first purposes of
the university press was to keep
alive regional culture and regional points of view in this country.
Most of the university presses
still publish valuable regional materials. As an example, the University of South Carolina Press
recently released the second of
two volumes of “The Papers of
John C. Calhoun,” a collection of
papers and documents contributing to the histories of several
states, to the stories of 30 different Indian tribes and to the
biographies of national and state
leaders. Louisiana State University and the University of North
Carolina presses also publish
many historical and cultural
studies of the South.
Many Fields Are Served
Specialized publications from
every academic field roll off the
presses bearing a Southern university imprint. One mammoth
production is the University of
Texas publication, “Trees, Shrubs
and Woody Vines of the Southwest,” 1,104 pages holding 1,240
illustrations. Four other University of Texas Press books were
named on the “Southern Books
of the Year” list last year.
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation’s Technical Information Center in Palo Alto, California, buys
“everything university presses
pubilsh in science and technology,” according to its manager.
In 1947, Thomas J. Wilson, director of the Harvard University
Press, said, “The university press
publisher has as his objective the
publication of the maximum
number of good books this side
of bankruptcy.”
His description of purpose was
limited, but it gives one of the
basic premises behind the university press—that part of a university’s job is wide dissemination
of knowledge without profit, but
with benefit to all.

ly what was hoped for.
And then comes the Spring.
Those old faces are approaching
the category of “eyesores.” The
great set of plans has somehow
been buried as deeply as possible.
The “great” fighter has taken
the appearance of a “new-born
lamb with ulcers,” and final exams are looked upon as “one
more pain for the conclusion of
a nine-month period of agony.”
The phrase “just four more
weeks” keeps rampaging through
my brain (although at this point,
I’m no longer sure I even have a
brain).
I wonder if I’m an “odd one”
or if others feel the same way.
From the conversation floating
around I’m beginning to feel I’m
not so odd after all (and whether
I’m being optimistic or not, it’s a
comforting thought).
If you join me in these feelings
— I don’t quite know what to
say—except that we’re in bad
shape. This is, perhaps, the most
crucial point of the year as far
as student affairs are concerned.
This week’s GEORGE-ANNE is
filled with Student Congress
election news. If this is to be a
genuine election, those of us who

By PATRICK KELLEY
Dean Run-Around states that
male students must not wear
Well Spring is at its fullest.
their bermudas a half inch above
The birds and bees are fluttering their knees.
all over campus. Students are
Dr. Babliography received a
also enjoying all the beauties
shovel from his class the other
that Spring brings such as walkday. This shovel is to help him
ing and talking.
dig up those questions that he
Dr. High Life has a new methasks on his tests. Oh yes, this
od of testing. Students of Educasmiling professor is installing a
tion are now taking tests on how
rumble seat in his Valiant so
much they don’t know.
The
that he can feel young again just
Dean’s List should increase this
like his youth on the plains of
quarter.
Alabama.
Dr. Ruffy has a new girl
Dr. Britain is setting up his
friend. Her name is Elizabeth and own bakery so that he will have
she is a living doll. She is so fresh crumpets for all of his tea
refined that she almost looks
parties. All history majors are
like a picture.
making appointments two months
Dr. Sour Kraut has a sore
in advance so that they can prethroat. His students are quite . register for next year.
upset over the fact that they are
Dr. Pun has a new recipe for
not having class this week.
bean
soup. Also this professor
Mrs. Baggage of the Snack
says that one should eat three
Bar states that a new brand of
burnt meals a day to keep in
coffee is going to be used startshape.
ing this week. She promises that
Well this campus is alive with
this coffee will be made fresh
political activity. Mud is being
every week.
slung. Robby Red is showing his
Dean Get-Us has been working
ears. I am voting for Eastgrape,
overtime the last few days. It
because he is a good tea drinkseems that her co-eds have been
er. I am going to buy some shovstudying too much and she wants
els for these candidates so they
to know if they are sick.
Dear Mom and Dad:

won’t strain their backs.
Dr. Anatomy and his Crayons
class are doing quite well in their
drawings, but their late hours
are costing the school a great
deal of money in electricity.
Dr. LaFox states that he is now
enjoying fauna better than flora.
Out House Dining Hall never
burns anything; our meals are
just charcoal.
Miss Alley has a new course
for next year. The name of this
course is How Not To Keep a
Neat Home.
Miss McAstor has put one new
chair in the library. This now
makes two chairs.
Dr. Milk Bottle has a new form
of recreation. He has become an
avid hunter of rabbitts. He is
now eating carrots so he can be
as lively as his rabbitts.
Well I must close so I can go
to sleep for the first time this
quarter.
Your Son,
Moon
P.S. — Dr. Babliography has a
new symbol of authority. This is
Dr. Britain’s red pencil. People
will do anything to get ahead in
this world.

Inquiring Reporter

%

By PATTY BRANNEN

■::::
To give the candidates for student congress a better idea of
what the student body expects of
them, the question was asked,
“What do you look for in your
choice of candidates for Student
Congress?”
Jerry Bundy, Decatur: Someone who has an interest in the
school, who is sincere, and someone who has the abiilty to get
along with other officers.
Arthur Jean Nessmith, Newington: Someone who would give
their time unselfishly to the job
and try to attain the things that
are best for the college, as a
whole.
Patsy Symons, Lakeland, Fla.:
I think it should be someone who
will stand up for what he believes and not be unduly influenced by conformity.
Harriet Westberry, Odum:
Somebody who has a sincere desire to serve the student body and
keep up the standards of Georgia
Southern.
Ellen Roberson, Odum: A person who is wiling to devote their
time and effort to making Georgia Southern a better college.
Sandra Buchholz, Waycross:
Somebody who has a real interest in helping the student body
progress.
Jerry Daniel, Waynesboro: The
main thing I look for in a candidate is leadership. He must also
have a high average, have a good
personality, and he must be honpersonality, and he must be
honest.
Pat Camp, Jonesboro: Honesty,
individualism, and a sincere concern for the student body.
A1 DeLoach, Statesboro: I
would like for someone to see
that the student congress has
more power.

Betty Aikens, Conyers: I look
for someone who is honest, reliable, and has a high degree of
integrity.
Bill Nash, Kentucky: Huey
Long!
Gayle Hollis, North Augusta,
South Carolina: I look for individualism and dependabiilty.
Sue Brewton, Pembroke: Somebody that is genuinely interested
in helping the student body, and
is wiling to devote their time and
effort to the job.
Dinah Odum, Jesup: Someone
who is capable of holding the
office.
Betty Haren, Epworth: Someone who is willing to work hard
and is honest.
Jane Epting. McRae: Sincerety.
Kay Beasley, Statesboro: Dependability and honesty.
Marty Fender, Jesup: Someone
who is honest, deepndable, cap
able, and will do the job.
Allen Zeigler, Rincon: Someone
who is reliable and effiicent.
Frank Chew, Bartow: I look for
those who favor free love, high
protective tarriffs, and are willing to endorse the John Birch
Society.
Billy Martin, Valdosta: Those
who have their aims and goals
clearly in mind and let nothing
hinder their attainment of said
goals and aims.
John Toshach, Savannah Beach:
I’m still looking.
Albert Green, Savannah: A
progressive person who represents the students and works
hard for them.
Sammy Ensley, Young Harris:
Competency, and one who will
work for the students.
Glenn Hennig, Orlando, Florida:
Personality, deepndabiilty, intel-

*

:

ligence and general attitude and
out-look.
Buddy Jordan, Tirard: My
roommate; he’s running.
Charles Kea, Albany: Honesty,
and a keen mind and sober heart.
Johnny Prentice, St. Simons: I
have to rely on their personality
and attitude.
Linda Moody, Register: I look
for somebody who stands up
what he thinks is right and who
respects the rights of others.
Vernon Ownbey, Alpharetta:
Somebody who really want to do
a good job instead of someone
who is seeking a social position.
L. W. Hartley, Savannah: A
person who most nearly represents the majority of people on
the campus.
Jerry Kight, Claxton: A capable
individual; an individual who will
accept responsibility and carries
out these responsibilties to the
best of hs ability; and in summary, I’m looking for a leader.
Marti Stalling, Jacksonville, Fla.:
Leadership abilities; dependability, and someone who will accept
responsibilities and will put their
heart into the job.
Charles Leggette, Savannah:
Honest and true representation
which will bring about those
changes that certainly need to be
made.
Joe Ryan, Savannah: I am an
intelligent person so what do you
think?

Bob Fullerton, Thomasville:
Candidacy.
1
Russell Dasher, Vidalia: Hones
ty, when you can find it.
Pat Blanchard, Harelm: Someone with a very liberal mind.
Well like a member of DPA.
John ‘A” Lawson, Warner Robins: 38-22-36.
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Elections Monday; Candidates Answer
Vital Questions; Opposing Views Evident
The Questions
1. Do you favor an Honor System here? If so,
what vital points do you feel should be included in its
organization? If not, why?
2. What suggestions do you plan to make at the
Constitutional Revision Session at the end of the year?

For Secretary
JOHN RUTLAND

3. Are there any rules or regulations that you feel
should be altered? How?

BARBARA SANDEFUR

John Rutland answers:

Barbara Sandefur answers:

1. I favor an Honor System at
GSC. The students deserve a
chance to prove the honor system
will work here. Let the members
of the council be elected by the
student body. In most cases, the
students realize the problems of
discipline better and can work
them out better for the students
and the college.

1. I first believe that the honor
ssytem is an individual matter.
The person who is cheating will
be the person to decide whether
or not he will cheat. If an honor
system is organized, a council for
hearing cases and making decisions on punishment will be needed. Since class presidents are to
represent their class on Student
Congress, this office would be a
burden. Perhaps the person who
is Vice-President could fill the
position. Although the council
should be a representative group
of the ' student body, I believe
DON WESTBERRY
that at least one faculty member
should be a member. Of course,
Favors Honor System
in extreme cases, the faculty and
1. Yes, I favor an honor sysadministration should make the
tem with great desire and inifinal decision.
tiative to do everything possible
I believe that an honor system to get such a system organized
in the form of courses taken with- this coming year. Students are
out a teacher or a regular class involved in this system. The stuwould be a definite asset to GSC. dents should have authority to set
A student could truly broaden his their own rules, as long as these
own understanding of both his rules adhere to the administrafield and the relation of his field tion. Not only will the students
to world issues. Students in this make their rules; but, also, they
honors program would need to be should have authority to hear
selected from the uper portions cases and to set the regulations
of their classes in order to as- on which these cases should be
sure the success of such a pro- punished In this way, student
gram. As to exactly how to or- would feel more a part of the
ganize this system, I would like college and not someone from
to study the similar setups in whom the college wants just to
other schools.
receive their money.
Why Denied A Seat?
2. One suggestion I intend to
2. Article X, Section 3 of the
make is the change in the manner of nominating people for Stu- Constitution, states that officers
dent Congress. Too many qualify for each class shall consist of
by classification and not by cap- a president, a vice-president, and
abilities. Many underclassmen a secretary-treasurer. Their duwould make beter Presidents than ties shall be those normally perwould the now-required senior. formed by such officers, and the
Notification of the nominees president of each class will serve
should be made in time for them as a representative on the Stuto consider their future responsi- dent Congress. This year I was
biilties. I think a resolution should denied a position on the Student
be added to the Constitution that Congress for the simple reason
recommendations made should be that there was already a reprecarefully thought out and not for sentative from the junior class on
things of only current interest.
the Student Congress. If these
regulations cannot be carried out
3. I believe that a committee right, I say to revise this secshould be set up to sponsor off- tion so that another person will
campus activities provided they be denied a position when he is
(the activities) are properly chapentitled to it.
eroned and are approved by the
Rules To Change
proper authorities. I think that
3. There are some rules that
rules concerning dress of both
male and female students should should be considered for alterbe reconsidered to equalize the ation. (1) couples should be alamount of freedom students of lowed to sit in their car for more
both sexes have. Some plans for than five minutes after they come
an area to sun bathe need to be in from a date, without the “cammade. The denial off reshman- pus cop” flashing a light in their
ownership and possession of cars eyes. I’m not saying to let couon campus should be set up by ples stay as long as they please.
a grade-standard—perhaps a “B” Of course, there would have to be
regulations. (2) The rules conaverage.
cerning “on and off limits” for
4. The main duty of the secre- women need to be considered for
tary is to record, accurately, the revision. Definite places should
proceedings of the Student Con- be set up as to whether they are
gress, and to submit a copy of “on-limits” or “off-limits,” so
these minutes for filing in the when a person is brought before
Student Personnel Office. The the administration on this ac*purpose of the office is to re- count, he won’t be able to say
present the students of this col- merely, “I didn’t know.” The
lege in the Student government. only way such rules can be alI plan to work for the things that
our students need, not things of tered or revised is through the
a fleeting nature or of minor Student Congress and the adneed when more important things ministration. If the will of the
students on this campus is for
should be first.
alteration of such rules, I feel
5. I only hope to do my best, sure that the Congress and adif elected. Student support is im- ministration can work something
portant in any matter; support out.
whomever you elect—this is the
4. The Office of President of
only way to have a successful the Student Congress is one
Student Congress.
which anyone would take with
great pride, because it is the
highest honor that can be bestowed upon a student at Georgia
Southern. As a candidate for this
office, I do not wish to get elec
ted for the mere glory of the
office. I accepted the candidacy
with intentions of imploring the
duty and prestige of this very
important office. This office is
The GSC Wesley Foundation the initiating factor of the Stuwill sponsor a “fun” weekend dent Congress; and only if a
May 10-12 at Wesley Monumen- qualified person is its leader, then
tal Gardens in Savannah. All per- sufficient action as to the will
sons interested in going should of the students can be conductcontact Willis Brackett or Jerry ed in a manner in which everyClark by Tuesday, May 7. One one will receive benefit. I feel
dollar pre-registration fee should that I’m qualified for this posibe paid to them by this date.
tion and have the ability to carry
The weekend will include a trip on its program effectively!
to the beach, boating, fishing,
5. If elected to this office, I
skiing, and swimming.
will carry out the “will of the
The total cost for the week- students” with the utmost of my
end will be $4.00.
ability. If enough students want
a change in anything, then the
tions. I will, if elected, strive for administration will probably act.
the betterment of the facilities, They (the administration) will
activities and general welfare of not act on matters concerning
the students with just as much the wants of a few people. If we
energy and enthusiasm as I are to have “student government”
on the Georgia Southern campus,
would if I were president.
5„ In closing, I would like to a majority of the students must
congratulate the present Con- act. If elected, I will initiate stugress and Ray Bowden for the dent participation in such a way
outstanding job that has been that everyone will be benefited.
done and pledge my untiring ef- If you feel that my ideas and
forts to the student body whether plans coincide with those of you,
elected or defeated.
vote for me May 6.

2. Being unfamiliar with this
revision session, I think it would
be best that I not comment at
this time.
3. Same.
. The office of Secretary is a
very important one to the students and to our college. The
duties of the Secretary may seem
small, but his importance reflects
itself upon the whole organization
of the functions of the Student
Congress. I would like to try to
fulfill these duties of the Secretary of the Stuednt Congress, and
to use my abilities to the office
of Secretary an important part of
student government.

Lon ice Barrett

For Treasurer
Lonice Barret answers:
I feel that if and when an h«nor system of any sort is installed
here at Georgia Southern College,
it will have to be with the full
agreement of the student body.
The student body will have to
vote on the issue and agree to
abide by the decision that is
made. I personaly am in favor of
the honor system because it
would be one of the ways to
build character, but I seriously
doubt that it would be successful.
I would like to see a resolution
passed in favor of it and if I am
elected I will attempt to carry
out its aims.
2. The Student Congress that is
about to be relieved of its duties
has worked diligently during the
past year and deserves much
praise and thanks from the student body. One minor change
that I would like to see made in
the constitution provision session
at the end of the year is that all
officers of the classes be included
as members of the Student Congress. I feel that there are some
class officers who could contribute to the over-all success of the
Congress.
3. Concerning any rules that I
would like to see changed, I
would like to say this: There is
always something that doesn’t
seem exactly right to everyone;
we just have to learn to abide
by rules that are set down for
us to follow. I do believe, however, that there are some rules
that were made years ago that
could be altered now. To specify
certain regulations that appear to
need revision, I will citie the rules
prohibiting the female coeds from
wearing bermudas on weekdays,
the use of various rooms in the
Student Center on Sunday’s and
at other times, and the restrictions placed on both the male and
female student body of the school
that are not clear and concise.
I am not trying to unnecessarily
ridicule the administration, but
I am merely stating my outlook
on the issue.
4. The office of Treasurer, in
my opinion, is as important to
the school and to the student
body as any of the other posi-

4. What is your outlook on the office you seek?
What is its purpose to you?
5.

Any other comments?

Second YP
BETTY YEOMANS

For President

“Fun” Weekend

Sponsored By

Methodist Group

BOBBY GREEN
Opposes Honor System
1. No. The purpose of an honor system, as I see it, is to cut
down cheating, primarily. An
honor system would defeat itself
in that it would help absolutely
nothing but a person’s feelings
if he got by with cheating. The
only thing that would be changed
would be that instead of just
hiding your immorality from the
professor, you have to hide it
from your friends. You wouldn’t
have to worry anyway, because
he wouldn’t tell on you.
If a person is going to be dishonest, he will be dishonest although he has to slip around.
More Power
2. I am sure that there possibly should be changes in the Congress Constitution of a minor nature. I helped to revise the constitution at the beginning of the
year, and I feel that we have
ironed out the problems in it.
There is only one complaint that
I wish to comment on. We have
about one-third the power we
should have.
Rules To Change
3. I feel that these rules should
be changed, definitely:
Girls are not allowed to wear
shorts after classes. There is not
much difference in wearing
shorts and culottes, in my opinion. I believe, since the majority
of girls want to wear shorts after classes are over, they should
be allowed to.
No parking of couples on campus should be changed. Everybody knows that this would be
an aide to morality. It is better
to have parking on campus than
elsewhere.
The traffic should be made- one
way around Sweetheart Circle.
There is no rule denying it to be
one way, but there should be a
rule saying that it be so.
The rules in each of the girls’
dormitories seem to be unequal.
Some are more strict than others.
This should be changed. It is
definitely unfair.
Due to the fact that the school
is growing and that parking is
becoming a problem, I feel that
freshmen should not be allowed
to have cars on campus except
for special occasions.
The rooms in the Herty Building should be opened for studying purposes at night.
4. Actually, I think that the
job as President will be- one filled with work in the interest of
the students of GSC. My job
should not be one to help make
rules to depress the students, but
to help make their life in the
college safer and more enjoyable.
It is needless to say that the
President should never deviate
from the constitution that the
students have set up.
As for my duties, if I become
elected, they are listed in the
constitution almost exactly; however, the President, as well as
any other member of the Student
Congress, should be ready to listen to and to consider any problem that arises with any student.
My aim in general, if I am
elected, would be to get a little
bit more “say-so” for the Congress, to get more life into the
students, and to promote and encourage study habits.

ROYAL BRUSH-OFF
(ACP)—Men’s Hall Association
provided the money. West Shaw
Hall provided the testing ground.
So they built an automatic doormat at Michigan State University, East Lansing
When people stand on the apparatus, notes THE MICHIGAN
STATE NEWS, their weight
starts the gears moving and the
protruding brushes brushing until all the snow and mud are
cleaned off the bottom of the
shoes
It’s just in the experimental
stage. But if it’s a success, automatic doormats probably will be
installed at every residence hall.

1. I am definitely in favor of
the honor system becoming a reality at Georgia Southern. I feel
that an honor system is a goal
which any student body should
aspire. There should, possibly, be
two lower councils composed of
the presidents of the dormitories
and other selected members
chosen by the deans or administration. Then, of course, there
| should be an upper or higher
council composed of the administration or a faculty committee
appointed by the administration.
The lower councils would hear
the cases of the violators and
would recommend action to the
upper council who will have the
final decision. 1 feel that there
should be established a strict set
of qualifications which the members should measure up to. Maybe this would give the students
a voice in the disciplinary affairs without danger of a radical
or unfair group. We, as students,
must remember, however, that
DANNY BRAY
an honor system will be what we
make it. If it is to be successful,
1. I favor an honor system, every student has a job to do!
if that is what the students want.
2. I have several ideas of my
I have a deep interest for it and
a deep regard for it if the stu- own which I would like considerdents will support it. If it is to ed for revision, but I would like
exist in name only, then there to know how the majority of the
is not much need for it. As for students feel about my ideas and
points to be included in the or- then see if they have any of their
ganization, I do not know enough own. I feel that a revision of
about the honor system and its the article concerning nomination,
work to feel qualified to sug- election, etc., of Student Congest any organizing, but I would gress officers needs to be made.
The nominees should be notified
like to learn.
a time in advance and given the
2. Since I was in on the origi- opportunity to become more
nal planning of the Constitution, familiar with their duties, etc., if
all of my suggestions have been they chose to run.
made, some of which were not
3. I feel that several minor
carried through. I would !ikeKto
see some way of increasing the rules could be altered; but, again,
power of the Student Congress I would like to know how the
in getting resolutions to the par- student body feels. I believe that
ties concerned, instead of having better parking facilities should be
them die if the Student Personnel provided; I believe that the time
of serving breakfast should be
Advisory Board disapproves.
extended; I also feel that the re3. There are several rules quirement of signing in and out
which I would like to see chang- for girls during the day should be
ed; but they are too numerous changed. I realize signing out is
to mention in this space, since a necessity at night, but during
they were not all brought forth the day???
during my term in the Student
4. The office I am seeking, of
Congress. That is one reason why
Second Vice-President, is of sui seek election .... so I can preme importance. My main
continue to strive for the im- duties are to preside at Freshman
provement the students seek. For Class Meetings until the election
one, the rule regarding women’s of officers, and to act' as Chairdress. If the student feel so man of the Student Committee
strongly about equality, I am in of Campus Organizations. One of
favor. Actually, I see no reason the purposes, to me, is to refor discrimination against any present the students with fairness
group.
and deligence and to serve as a
4. I seek the office of First direct line of communications
Vice-President because I desire between the students and the Stua chance to aid in the improve- dent Congress.
ment of our college. Since the
5. The Student Congress on the
Constitution prohibits me from campus of Georgia Southern is
serving a second term as a rep- an important organization, and I
resentative, holding an office is feel that this election should not
the only way I have to continue be taken lightly. No election —
my efforts. I recognize the many no issue, regardless of size-is induties demanded of the office I significant! We should weigh our
seek, and I sincerely feel that I decisions carefully in order to atcan fulfill them if the students tain results which will be most
give me the opportunity.
beneficial to the entire student
5. Georgia Southern has long body. Back your Student Conbeen a part of me. Since I am gress!
from Statesboro, I have seen it
grow and improve. I would like
to aid in its improvement and
growth, making it a college the
students can be proud of. I owe
it a lot and the opportunity to
serve as First Vice-President of
the Student Congress is a chance
for me to repay a portion of the
debt.

First VP
JOHN WILLIFORD
1. I am in favor of any such
system which gives students a
chance to make decisions on
problems which have direct effects on their lives at Georgia
Southern. I feel that an honor
system would be a big step towards promoting more student
interest in these problems and,
hence, student government.
2. I am not so well acquainted
with the Constitution that I can
propose any revision. If I am
elected, then I will have reason
to examine the document more
closely.
3. I feel that there should be a
very definite change which would
exempt students with “A” averages from finals. Also, I would
like to see a chance to improve
the traffic situation. This could
mean some stipulations to regulate the use- of cars by freshmen.
4. The job of First Vice-President of Student Congress is one
which would pose a serious challenge to any student. In many
cases, a Vice-President is not
asked to carry much responsibility. However, I feel that the
Student Congress would necessitate a very active role for the
position. If through being VicePresident, I can help make Georgia Southern the kind of place
the students really desire, then I
want the position.
5. I just wish they would hur
ry up and finish the new tennis
courts!

W hen Choosing

GSCs Ugly Man

Ronnie Farmer
1. Yes, the stress should be on
personal integrity, self-reliance,
and the satisfaction that comes
from possessing these qualities.
2. The Constitution is sound
as it stands, but it needs a
stronger application of its principles by the representatives of
the Student Congress.
3. There are several rules and
regulations that I feel should be
changed to make this a better
college; however, now is neither
the time nor place to discuss
them. This should be done on the

1. Yes, I favor an Honor System. I feel that it should consist
of three councils, one chosen by
the faculty and administration,
and two others, one for men students and one for women students, to be chosen possibly by
popular vote. I think that these
members should be chosen for
their honesty, integrity, past
leadership on campus, and outstanding grades. Above all they
should be persons who are completely trusted by their fellow
students
2. In my opinion, there should
be a committee set up to coordinate off-campus activities. The
members could possibly ccncist
of the Dean of Women, the Dean
of Men and three students. It
should not be necessary for an
organization to sponsor all offcampus functions. A group of
individuals, presumably college
adults, should be able to gather
at someone’s home for a social
get-together.
3. I think the sunbathing
area should be expanded, possibly to include some of the area
outside what is now the fenced^
in area of the pool.
I feel that an area for sanctioned parking for dating couples
should be set up either in the
area of the Marvin Pittman
School parking lot or the area
beside the Hanner Gym.
In my opinion, some of the
money from the entertainmen;
fund should be used to get socalled "big-name” entertainment
on campus. Student support
could be shown through the s'''
of advance tickets.
4
%

4. More than anything, I Wk^
to help the student committee (\
Campus Organizations better coordinate the clubs at GSC. I
think that this group of presidents serves a very important
function in aiding students in
their respective clubs. I would
like to see, then, opinions of thr
students carry more weight.
Sometimes student requests havy
a way of being ignored or shoved to the bottom of the heap.
5. If I am elected, I will do
everything I can to promote the
best interests of the students at
GSC. I feel that we must reorganize where we find fault,
and expand where there is a delf
inite need for it. 1 firmly b*
lieve in the things I have state
and whether I am elected <^|
my ideas and wishes fo.
campus will not change.

SCIENCE CLUB

On April 30, 1963, the Science’
Club of Georgia Southern College
was offiically formed. The program was given by Bill Wood as
“Amino Acid Content of HYMENOLEPIS MICROSTOMA.”
Officers weer elected as follows: President, Carrol Ellison:
Vice-President, Sara Wolfe; Sec
retary, Wiliam Wilis; Treasurer.
Jerry Davis; Reporter, Sandra
Vogel.
Sponsors for the club are Dr.
Leo Weeks and Dr. Gordon P.
De Wolf. There were twenl
nine students present at this fir./
meeting.
>1
Any student wishing to >n'
The Nu Epsilon Chapter of Al- may do so at the next
floor of the student Congress.
pha Phi Omega is sponsoring the which will be announced”
4. I firmly believe that the of- “Ugliest Man on Campus” confice I seek could be instrumental test, the proceeds of which will
in bringing about changes for the go to the campus chapel fund.
betterment of Georgia Southern
ENGLISH CLUB
Students may vote for conCollege. My purpose will be to
The English Club will hold
initiate any changes beneficial to testants by dropping pennies in
this school and its student body containers fqf that purpose in next meeting Monday night, M
the lobby of the Frank I. Wil- 6 at 6:30 in the Student Ce:
which I will represent.
r
5. On Monday, May 6, you, liams Center. Each penny counts according to A1 Turner,
as
one
vote.
The
winner
of
the
president.
the student body will elect the
officers of your choice to repre- contest will receive a gift cerTurner added furth
sent you in your Student Con- tificate and an Ugly Man Watch program for this mer
gress. The choice is yours; make Chain Key.
consist of a panel of
it wisely.
Last Friday night, April 26, teachers in the English l.
Should you choose to elect me the Alpha Phi Omega Pledge Class cussing various experience
to the office of treasurer of the sponsored an “Ugly Man Dance” countered while teaching,
Student Congress, I will repre- in the Alumni Gym. According meeting should be of mb'
sent your interests and those of to Jerry Knight, Pledge Class prospective stuednt tea.
Georgia Southern College as dil- president, the proceeds of this pecially one majoring or
ligently as if they were entirely dance will also go the the chapel in English. All interested
my own.
fund.
are invited and urged to a

Money “Talks”

For Treasurer

MARY SHEAROUSE
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DUTCHMANS
GOAL
By Dutch Van Houten
SPORTS WRITER

A Close Look
There have been many things said concerning the
athletic programs of the colleges with a small enrollment.
Georgia Southern would fall in the general category within our Southern area which would have a normal program.
Southern emphasizes basketball as the big sport attraction for our college. The most natural reaction stated by observers would be “why not football at GSC?”
This question will be covered in another part of this
story.
The Eagles have been blessed in the past few years
with some colorful basketball teams. There have been
few nights when the Hanner building was not crowded
for the home games. This student body and outside support has helped to establish the game as “king” on the
campus.
The sport which would rank second, and seemingly
pushing for first place, is baseball. The Eagles are currently enjoying some of the finest hours for some worthwhile play on the baseball field, with a national championship flying high in center field from last season’s
efforts, and the possibility of a repeat performance this
year.
Following in the list of the sports parade, one must
place the gymnastics team in the third position. This
fastly-developing sport has been given a new life in many
college circles. As a whole, many people consider gymnastics as a minor sport, but the past Olympics will show
that a new emphasis should be placed on this activity.
The support which was shown by the loyal fans for the
recently-ended season can be safely thought of as to the
popularity of gymnastics at GSC.
Tennis and golf are the two remaining competitive
sports at the college. The tennis team is only two-years
old, and as soon as the new courts are finished, it would
seem as if this event would increase its popularity. The
golf team has its own self pride as all the afore-mentioned, but the interest in this sport has been kept to a small
portion.
In the opening lines of this article, the question of
“Why not football?” was noted. My attempt to answer
this question may not be exact, but the reasons behind
them speak for themselves.

/The main challenge for a football team at GSC is

money. The game of football is big business and it
would produce a tremendous debt to even get started.
The college has no stadium in which to play the games
as a college game should be played. A small high-schooltype stdium doesn’t lend much pride to college football.
This problem also involves money.

* The final statement as to football at GSC would be
local suport. I’m sure the students, faculty and residents
s. 2>f this area would be there to see the games, but how
(/about the other three quarters of the stadium ? It would
7 take a terrific crowd to make the game work with at
least a break-even basis for the early years. So with
these personal thoughts, I’ll let everyone draw their own
conclusions.
It seems as if the support shown for our available sports are good enough for our area at the present
time.

J GSC

Professor Is

‘Senior Author of Book
By HOYT CANNADY
Managing Editor

Twenty Southern colleges were
visited by Miller, where he conducted interviews with the facDr. Starr Miller, chairman of ulty and administrations, but “the
the education Division at GSC, visits represent only an intensive
is the senior author of a book, part of the survey,” he said.
“Faculty Development Proced“I received a wonderful grant,”
ures in Small Colleges—A Southern Survey,” which he is now he stated. “It made available
about $20,000 and included
proofreading.
salary as well as expense.”
The co-author of the book is
To make the trip to the colDr. Kenneth Wilson, research associate of the Southern Regional leges a more pleasant one, Dr.
Education Board in Atlanta, which Miller took his wife and two chilis publishing the book, acord- dren along, and had the colleges
outlined on the route as he went.
ing to Miller.
“We stayed at motels; this gave
He stated that this book de- us a chance to see the commuscribes the faculty development nities as well as the colleges
.procedures based on a survey themselves,” he pointed out.
Y>f 214 liberal arts and science
A^Ueges with an average enrollHe traveled from Baltimore to
\of less tlian tw0 thousand Texas observing faculties, adV'^uftts per college.
ministrations, students, and stu’ Te survey ranged through- dent life.”
r . sixteen Southern states, and
“The year was so enjoyable,
jut of the 248 small colleges,
questionnaires were received from it almost spoiled me,” he admit?14; of these, an intensive study ted. “It gets into your blood, and
by mail was made of thirty-five you hate to give it up.”
and twenty colleges were interDr. Miller bacame head of the
viewed.
education division at Georgia
Dr. Miller started the survey Southern in 1961. Prior to comitmeber of 1960 when he ing to GSC, he was dean and
d a grant out of some professor of education at Tift
Society funds from the South- College in Forsyth, and served
regional Education Board to as dean of men and acting dean
Spori a, study of the faculty de- for two years at Young Harris
g,,rpment in these small colleges. College.
He spent 1960-61 accumulating
He received his Bachelor of
formation, and Dr. Wilson Science and Master of Science in
n interpreting most of the Education degrees at the Unial. This is to be one of versity of Georgia, and was
Enterfmnograph publications by awarded the Doctor of Education
undg-jard.
degree at Duke University.

%

49er Quaterback Works Georgia St. Falls;
O-U Still Unbeaten
On Masters Degree Here
By ALEX GOWEN

The Georgia Southern tennis
team suffered a 2-7 loss at the
hands of Oglethorpe last Friday,
but bounced back on Saturday
to blank Georgia State 9-0.
The overall record for the Eagles now stands at three wins and
four losses.
Unbeaten Oglethorpe gave up
only two matches to the Eagles.
Alex Caswell, playing the number five singles, kept his winning streak intact by defeating
his man 7-5, 6-3, and the number
one doubles team of Steve Wright
and Dan Dixon won their match
6The losing column, by playing position, is as follows: (singles) Wright 0-6, 1-6; Dixon 1-6,
2-6; Johnny Williford 1-6, 4-6;
Joe Scraggs 6-2, 1-6, 2-6; Johnny
Waters 2-6, 3-6; (doubles) Scraggs
and Bobby Jones 3-6, 4-6; and
Waters and Williford 6-8, 2-6.
Against Georgia State the Eagles lost only fifteen games in
six singles matches and three
games in three doubles matches
to achieve their second perfect
victory of the season.
In singles Wright won 6-1,
76-0; Scraggs 6-0, 6-0; Caswell
6-1, 6-2; and Waters 6-0, 6-1.
The teams of Wright and Dixon, and Jones and Scraggs had
identical winning doubles scores

Considers 1961
As Best Season
gentlemen have been named to
the National Football League’s
There are a number of stu- All-Pro teams more than a halfdents at Georgia Southern who dozen times.
wouldn’t know who Bobby
Bobby takes an optimistic view
Waters is, unless they are avid of the 1963 season, he believes
fans of professional football and the team could have a very good
the San Francisco 49’ers.
year. He said that Green Bay or
Bobby Waters is currently at- Detroit would have the best
tending school here while he is chance to take the title for next
working on a masters degree in season. He believes that Detroit
school administration, he is also could end the Green Bay dominthe number two offensive quarter- ance if they could play consistent
heads up ball through the 1963
back for the 49’ers.
season.
Statesboro and Georgia SouthHe plans to play football for
ern are not strangers to Bobby,
because he grew up in Sylvania at least three more years. He
and played high school football stated that the salary was worth
at Screven County High. After the work involved. The 49’ers
graduation he went to Presby- don’t scrimmage after the season
terian College and attained the starts with only light practice
honor of small college All-Ameri- during the week. They don’t practicve at all on Monday and Satcan rating.
urday and have only Wednesday
He was graduated from Pres- and Thursday for the hardest
byterian in 1960 and signed a days.
contract with San Francisco. DurThey work out without pads
ing the 1960 season, Bobby played in only four games, but he through the week and allow Sunsaid that he received his great- day to be the really hardest
est thrill as a rookie. San Fran- workout of the week. Bobby said
cisco was playing the Baltimore that about 25 to 30 rookies try
Colts, and with two minutes re- out for the team during the summaining in the game the Colts mer with only four or five makwere leading by three points. Bob- ing it.
by was running as a tail back
When asked about the 49’ers
under the “shot gun” offense, most valuable man, Bobby said
as Head Coach Red Hickey had that Matt Hazeltine, their defennamed it, and was sent into the sive line backer, would probably
game. He completed two passes, be the most important. Hazelthe first for a considerable gain tine calls all the defensive plays
and the second for a touchdown and is a full time defensive back.
to defeat the Colts by a margin
Y. A. Tittle of the New York
of four points.
Giants is Bobby’s pick as the
Bobby considers his 1961 sea- best quarterback in the league,
son as his best even though he and Joe Schmidt of the Detroit
suffered a knee injury in the final Lions would be the best defencontest. While operating from the sive line backer.
“shot gun” offense three quarterbacks are used and rotated on
Bobby said he would have to
each play. He scored five touch- come back to Georgia Southern
downs and passed for two others again next year, and it can be
in addition. The 49’ers have imagined that he will have some
changed their offense and are now interesting information concernusing the straight “T” formation ing the 1963 season.
rather than the "shot gun.”
By DUTCH VAN HOUTEN

Bobby has been playing organized football since he was in
the sixth grade of elementary
school. While in high school his
playing size was 6‘2” and 155
pounds, but he said his current
playing size is 6‘3” and 195
pounds.

/

/

/

Pro Quarterback - GSC Student
Bobby Waters, San Francisco 49er quarterback, attends Georgia
Southern in the off-season to work toward his Master’s degree in
School Administration. He grew up in Sylvania, played high school
football at Screven County, and college ball at Presbyterian.

Georgia Freshmen
Top GSC Golfers
By ROBERT POOLE
The GSC golf team suffered
a 13j4 to 4j4 setback at the
hands of the University of Georgia freshmen last Saturday, according to Coach Frank Radovich.

/•

>etZ

He could be considered small
when compared to some of his
teammates, such as Bob St. Clair
who is 6’9” and weighs 275
pounds of “raw meat” as Bobby
said, or Leo Nomellini, who
stands 6’2” and tips the scales
at 280 pounds. Nomellini is a defensive tackle and both of these

Phi Mu Alpha

CASWELL SPEAKS

Gives American

Fred Caswell, superintendent
of recreation at Cartersville, Ga,
and president of the Georgia Recreation Society, addressed the
GSC Recreation Club, May 1.
Casswell spoke on Georgia
Recreation, according to Jerry
Kight, acting president of the
Recreation Club.

Music Concert
The GSC chapter of Phi Mu
Alpha-Sinfonia will sponsor an
American Music Concert in the
faculty lounge of the Frank I.
Williams Center. The date is tentatively planned for Thursday
May 16, at 8:30 p.m.
“Phi Mu Alpha encourages all
GSC students to attend the concert,” said Joe David of the GSC
chapter. “It is the organization’s
objective to sponsor a concert
each year at which only com
positions of American composers
are used.”

"V

Profesional Typist
• Term Papers
• Theses
• Dissertations
• Notebooks

Quality Work
—NO ERRORS

New President
Aubrey Pafford, principal of
the Marvin Pittman School of
Georgia Southern College, was recently elected as President of the
First District Principals Association. Pafford, who has been a
member of the association for a
number of years, will serve during 1963-64.
An associate professor of education and a member of the
First District Television Advisory
Council, Pafford has been extremely active in professional
work since taking the position at
Marvin Pittman. A member of
the Statesboro Lions Club, he
has also served as delegate to the
state convention of the Georgia
Education Association and to the
national meeting of N.E.A.
He is presently serving on the
G.E.A. Public Relations Committee and has held the office of
Secretary-Treasurer of the First
District High School Association.

STRICKLAND
COMMISIONED
Walter Leonard Strickland, who
was awarded a BA degree in
social science upon his graduation from GSC in 1962, was recently commissioned as Ensign
in the United States Naval Reserve.
Ensign Strickland, son of Mrs.
Owen C. Strickland of Rt. 2,
Savannah, was among 865 commissioned graduates who completed the intensive sixteen week’s
officer training course at the U.S.
Naval Officer Candidate School,
U. S. Naval Base, Newport, Rhode
Island.
^
For his first assignment, Ensign Strickland will report to Naval Air Observer School, Pensacola, Florida.

GEORGIA

DRIVE-IN

MAY 2-3

MAY 2

Please Don't Eat

The 300 Spartans

AND

The Savage Guns

Top . . .
Coulotte

MAY 4

GO ADVENTURING • • . in Country Set's
action-seeing separates! Snuggle
top of striped Helenca® with long,
long back zipper in white with
coral, navy, yellow or green.
Solid coulotte of matching colors.
Sizes 3-15.

Contact

MRS. JEAN PYE

Public Relations Office
OR
Call Collect VI2-2456
Brooklet, Ga.

Elects Pafford

The Daisies

Featured will be brass and
woodwind solos and ensembles,
piano solos, and numbers by the
Phi Mu Alpha glee club.

TERM
PAPER?

“Fred Werner, a medalist playing for the University of Georgia
team had the best score of the
day, a one over par 73,” said
Radovich.
Bobby Jones was high point
man for Southern with 2, Bill
Simmons had y2 point and team
points amounted to 2 giving a
total of 454 points for the meet.
The low man for GSC was Bill
Johnson with 78, followed by
Bobby Jones with an 80, and Bill
Simmons and Wright North, who
both shot an 82.
“There were no excuses this
time,” said Radovich, “We were
just beaten by a better team.”
Southern has a home match
against the Citadel this Thursday, May 2 at 1:30 p.m. On Friday the team travels to Charleston where they will play the College of Charleston and then on
Saturday play the Citadel there.
Radovich concluded by saying
“I hope that the match with the
College of Charleston will be a
victory for us so that we will
have one victory this year.”

Principals Ass’n.

SHOP

enl u s

M I KI7I 7.II X

MAY 4

The Little Hut

AND

AND

House of Usher

k
FLASH: Bob Fullerton, esquire,
caught a five-pound Bass this
week and he wants everyone to
know it.
EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
SPRING QUARTER
May 25-30, 1963
The place of the examination
is the regular meeting place of
the class unless otherwise announced by the instructor.
Saturday, May 25: 8:00 a.m.
eighth period classes; 1:00 pun.,
ninth period classes.
Monday, May 27: 8:00 a.m.,
first period classes; 1:00 p.m.,
second period classes.
Tuesday, May 28: 8:00 a.m.,
third period classes; 1:00 p.m.,
fourth period classes.
Wednesday, May 29: 8:00
a.m., fifth period classes; 1:00
p.m., sixth period classes.
Thursday, May 30: 8:00 a.m.,
seventh period classes.
Paul Carroll, Dean
Examinations for classes extending over a double period
(8-9 for example) may be
scheduled at either period by
the class instructor.
Instructors wishing to combine sections may schedule the
examination on Thursday, May
30, by arrangement with Dean
Carroll.

Hagan, Moore
Named Speakers
For Graduation
Speakers for the graduation
ceremonies of Georgia Southern
College have been scheduled for
the June events by Dr. Zach S.
Henderson, president of the
college.
Congressman G. Elliott Hagan
will deliver the thirty-fifth annual
commencement address and Dr.
Walter L. Moore of the Vineville
Baptist Church of Macon, the
baccalaureate sermon. Both
events will occur on June 2, at
3:30 p.m. and 11:00 a.m., respectively.
Dr. Moore, who once served
as missionary in Cuba, has held
many stations in Georgia. He has
been at Vineville since 1959. Mr.
Hagan has served in the Congress
of the United States since 1960
as representative of the first district. His residence is in Sylvania,
Georgia.

JIM'S
Hair Stylist

The Couch

MAY 5-7

A Girl Named

MAY 5-6

Tamiko

Ring of Fire

MAY 8

Of Pompeii

“we try to make a life-long customer—not a one-time sale'

Only 2 Can Play

Hold That Baby

The Last Days
FIRST

MAY 3

of 6-0, 6-1. The first time-out
combination of Caswell and Waters dropped their only game in
the first set for a 6-1, 6-0 score.
This week the netmen were off
to Charleston, S. C. for return
matches with the Citadel and the
College of Charleston yesterday
and today.

AND

The Green Helmet
MAY 7-9

MAY 9-10

Knights of the

Tales of Terror

Round Table

114 S. Main—764-2122
Statesboro, Ga.

Eagles Move Toward NAIA Berth
Baseball Team In
Macon For Game
With Mercer

Eagles Win 2
Lose 2 On Road

The Georgia Southern College
By LONICE BARRETT
Eagles were scheduled to meet
Sports Editor
the Mercer University Bears in
*■ A Macon this afternoon in the first
The Georgia Southern Eagles
of two games that will be played returned from their North
between the two teams this year. Carolina road trip with a recAccording to J. I. Clements ord of two wins against two
the Mercer team that his Eagles losses in their games with Davfaced is one that has had “its ups idson, North Carolina and Wake
and downs.” Clements stated fur- Forest.
The Eagles first blanked Davther, “We know nothing whatsoever about Mercer except the idson 7-0 behind the six hit
fact that they are a young team pitching of Pierce Blanchard.
with one outstanding pitcher Blanchard showing perhaps his
They have been forced to go with best form of the year walked
a young team, and they have but two in racking up his fifth
seemed to look good at one time victory against one loss.
In the second of the twoand poor the next. They are a
very capable team and by all game series Davidson clobbered
means should not be underesti- the Eagles by a 13-4 margin to
mated.” Slated to pitch for GSC gain some measure of revenge
for the previous beatings adwas David Beli.
ministered by the Eagles earlier.
Commenting on Wednesday’s Errors and below-par play led
game with Jacksonville Universi- to the defeat; big E. G. Meybohm
ty, Clements stated that Pierce was the losing pitcher.
Blanchard would probably be his
After having split with Davstarting pitcher. Blanchard was idson in two games, the Eagles
the winning pitcher in Monday’s next traveled to Chapel Hill,
game with Jacksonville as the North Carolina, where they
Eagles mauled their visitors by pushed across three runs in the
a 23-2 margin.
last two innings to defeat the
Tarheels of the University of
When asked about the rout North Carolina by a score of
made of the Dolphins in States- 5-4.
boro, Clements stated, “We won’t
The Eagles scored twice in the
win by that margin again in Jack- eighth and once in the ninth to
sonville. They committed some run their season mark to twelve
errors and bad plays that victories and seven defeats.
shouldn’t have been made.”
North Carolina’s worksheet folCommenting on his own team, lowing the game was eleven
Clements replied, “In the game wins and seven losses.
Jim Seeley reached first on
with Jacksonville we seemed to
play heads-up ball. We hit the an error to lead off the eighth.
ball good and the boys looked as Royce Exley singled and was
if they had more spirit and pep forced at second by Charles
than they have had in some Tarpley. Seeley then scored on
Wayne Conner’s single with
games played this year.”
Tarpley coming in on an error

by the outfielder.
The Eagles’ final tally came
in the ninth on singles by Tommy Jones and Bill Griffin, a
sacrifice and a passed ball. Tommy Jones led the Eagles with
three singles in five trips to the
plate.
David Bell hurled the first
eight frames for Georgia Southern and was the winning pitcher.
He gave up seven hits and all the
Tarheel’s runs. Pierce Blanchard relieved in the ninth and
preserved the victory.
In Thursday’s game with Wake
Forest, the Deacons emerged
victorious by narrowly defeating
GSC 6-4. Wake Forest scored
in the bottom of the first. The
Eagles scored three times in
the second only to have the host
team come back for three more
runs in their half of their inning. The Deacons added two
more in the fourth to insure the
victory.
Jerry Stephens was the losing
pitcher. He pitched three innings,
gave up four hits, six runs,
walked six and struck out two.
Blanchard relieved in the fourth
and was in turn followed by
Mike Ries who finished the game.
Jackie Hammond and Tarpley
were the leading hitters for GSC
with two hits in four times at
bat.
GEORGIA SOUTHERN
ab
5
5
4
3
5
2
4
4
4
3

Jones, cf
Griffins, ss
Hammond, 2b
Wells, rf
Herb, If
Seeley, If
Exley, 3b
Tarpley, lb
Conner, c
Bell, p
Blanchard, p

Prindle, 2b
Tilden, rf
Speight, ss
Hull, cf
Black, cf
Brown, lb
Roykin, lb
Wright, 3b
Hillard, If
Hundley, c
White, p
Gallagher, cf
Cox, p
Hayward, p

. . . And The Runs Rolled In
Goose eggs seemed to be deficient as far as the Eagles were concerned Monday as they “whomped”
Jacksonville’s Dolphins 23-2. GSC collected a total of 22 hits to Jacksonville’s 6.

Eagles Rout 3 JIJ
Hurlers With 23 Runs
Monday afternoon the final
score of the Jacksonville Univerity - Georgia Southern baseball
game looked more like the final
score in a football contest instead
of a diamond encounter.

GSC collected twenty-two hits
with eight of them being for extra bases. Doubles were hit by
Bill Griffin, Denny Herb, Tommy
Jones, Jim Seeley, and Jackie
Hammond. Charles Tarpley and
Jones also collected triples with
Griffin hitting a tremendous homer over the left field fence.

37
ab
3
5
5
3
2
3
3
2
4
2

1
1
1

021—5 7 1
101- -4 8 7
6
3

Artist Explains
Paintings Shown

Georgia Southern collected
four runs in the first inning and
was never behind. The Eagles
added six more runs in the secBy Halley Fennell
ond to take an insurmountable
lead that they never relinquish“I make use of expressions
ed. Jacksonville managed to score- and gestures so that there wili
single runs in the third and sixth. not be a story involved which
In the ninth the Eagles sent will take away from the meaning
fourteen batters to the plate in of the picture.’
the big inning which featured a
This Was Robert Hodgell’s exhome run and a walk by Griffin, planation for the “grotesqueness”
a single and t two-run double by of his art pieces which were on
Jack Hammond, a pair of singles display in the lobby of the Stuof Sandy Wells and two singles dent Center a couple of weeks
by Jim Seeley.
ago.

Guaranteed To Bleed

1

i

I

Hodgell, who is oriented in the
subject of religion and whose
works are satires on biblical
themes .explained that his art
is done by a process of linoleum
cutting. It takes anywhere from
a few days to months to complete one of these prints. Most
of the time is spent on the planning of the design.

MADRAS SHIRTS

3.99

7.75

s

1|

Also Good Assortment of Stripes and Seersucker.

And Now

Brings You the Finest In

Monoqraminq

Fowwwwwwwellllll - - Foul Ball!
That’s Robbie—probably the most colorful umpire to hit a college
diamond. He’s a man who seems to thoroughly enjoy his work as
he not only calls the play, but put puts one on himself.

Dresses

Merle Norman Cosmetic

Blouses
Jackets

Studio

Sweaters
Shirts
MONOGRAM ING OF ALL FABRICS

Published Soon

Miss White has been writing
for a number of years. She has
co-authored several books and
writes a “Teaching Aids” column
in the Business Education World.
She has written Monograph 94,
dealing with free and inexpensive
Business Education material. Its
distribution was in excess of
10,000 copies.

DRIVER PLAYS TAG
WITH CAMPUS POLICE
(ACP)—A man claiming to be
an ex-student gambled with the
authority of a City College of
San Francisco campus police officer. The man lost.
THE GUARDSMAN, newspaper on the campus, says the man,
driving on campus at an excessive speed, ignored the officer’s
attempts to flag him down. The
driver then made a U-turn and
the officer was ready.
As the car approached, the officer jumped in front, billv-club
in hand. The driver swerved. The
officer swung, smashing the left
rear window.
The driver called the city police. Four city squad cars raced
to the scene. The city police obliged with a citation for speeding
and failure to comply with an officer’s instructions.
As the man left the scene, he
mumbled, “Who’s going to pay
for my window?”

Because his works are prints
and a number of copies are made,
the prices are low. He reecives
from $5 to $35 for a print.
than black. Frequently he uses
a single color such as in his il“Color is also a distraction,” lustration of the burning bush.
commented Hodgell. It takes away
Hodgell received his Bachelor
from the meaning of the illustra- and Masters degrees in the aption just as beauty and reality plied arts at the University of
do. His prints are done in brown Wisconsin.
ink because it has more warmth

or 2 For

*

Instructor’s Book

Notification has been received
by Miss Jane F White, assistant
professor of business of Georgia
Southern College, of the acceptance of her recent transcript,
“Teaching Typewriting,” which
will now be published in book
form. Miss White and Dr. Bruce
C. Shank, Ball State Teachers
GSC in winning the game made College, are co-authors of this
one error and left five men on text. Publication for this Fall is
base. Jacksonville made six er- scheduled
rors and left six men stranded.
The first book Miss White and
Jacksonville now stands at eight
victories against eleven losses Dr. Shank have written together,
it deals primarily with the techand a tie.
niques of teaching typewriting.

There is a message involved in
his art works. For the sake of
communicating this message he
concentrates on the combining of
the artistic elements without involving a story.

'1

GSC Business

Blanchard in going the route
gave up six hits, two runs, walked one and struck out eight. Joe
Mosco making his first start for
Jacksonville lasted only one inning and was tagged with the
loss.

Here Recently

1

TOTALS
36
Ga. Southern
100 010
North Carolina
101 000
Bell (W, 4-2)
8
7
Blanchard
1
1
White
6
3
Cox (L, 0-2) 1 2/3
2
Hayward
1 1 /3
2

HITS ERRORS BALLS STRIKES OUTS

The Eagles behind Pierce Blanchard whitewashed the visiting
Dolphins 23-2 to run their record
to fourteen victories against eight
defeats.

0

TOTALS
NORTH CAROLINA

01oil 101o
03

010
9 0

Sizes 28-40

To YOU! An invitation for a complimentary and
Free Demonstration in Complexion Care, Individual Make-Up and Color Charts.

Studio Hours: 9:00 a.m. — 6:00 p.m.
POLLY ROACH —Owner
450 S. Main St.

IVY STYLE
SLACKS
College classics — lean-line,
pleatless, leisure slacks in
distinctive new wash-andwear fabrics, most-wanted
campus colors. Contour-cut,
with custom-tailored detail
and fit. Mr. Hicks Ivy slacks
stay good-looking — trimfitting!

4

98

Dates For Area
Playoffs Given

“There are two possibilities
that might keep the GSC baseball team from participating in
the NAIA Area Playoffs which
are tentatively slated to be held
in Statesboro, May 23-24-25,”
stated Coach J. I. Clements in an
interview Tuesday.
“First, West Virginia State is
a posible contender and 'f they
are, the tournament will have
to be switched to Fort Stewart
because of the viewpoint taken
by the administration and its
governing body which prohibits
us from holding integrated athletic events on the campus.”
“Second, we might not be in
the tournament. There is a group
or board that decides who plays
in the area tourney and they
might pick some other team, or
they might decide that we have
to have a playoff with some other team. We will just have to
wait and see.”
Georgia Southern is slated to
play in the Area Ployoff here
in Statesboro on the afore mentioned dates. Other possible
teams include Carson-Newman
and Pfieffer Colleges and a
couple of other strong teams. If
West Virginia State wins their
league crown, they will be included in the pairings.
The Eagles were last year’s
NAIA Champions and in this
same Area Playoff won three
games to take the crown and
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win the right to go out to St.
Joseph where they won the
championship.

GOOD AND POOR
STUDENTS RATE
THEIR TEACHERS
(ACP)—Do poor students rate
the teacher lower than good students? Not according to an evaluation conducted by Dr. Kenneth
Boggs, assistant professor of agriculture economics, Oklahoma
State University, Stillwater.
He asked students in his three
sections to fill out evaluation
forms which were not examined
until grades had been sent to the
Registrar’s office. He had the cooperation of 140 of the 150 students in the classes.
THE DAILY O’COLLEGIAN
said Boggs found “absolutely no
relationship between the grade
the student made and the way he
evaluated the course.”
He feels this shows that poor
students are as capable of rating the course as are good students, perhaps even more so.
“They may see the course more
clearly,” he said, “because it is
often difficult for them to learn
the material, so they depend upon
the instructor more heavily than
the good students.”
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Gun Sale

6 power Weaver Scope

303 Enfield, Sporterized
9mm Luger Pistol
38 cal. Smith & Wesson
I 00 rds. 9mm Ammo
100 rds. 8mm Mauser Ammo
I set Redding Powder Scales

Smith & Wesson

K38 Target Pistol
Powder (4831,4895,2400)
12 gauge Pump

See:

$29.50
$45.00
$39.50
$..4.50
..$ 4.50
$l 1.00

$65.00
$1.00 lb.
$65.00

Thurmon Williams
Bill Denton

"eoc* cot*" «NO "COKt" APtt UlOISTCHtO TAAOC-NAA«» WHICH lOCNVIPV ONIV THC FAOOUCT O* »Ht COCA-COLA COMAAHY.

courses.... ugh
register... rush
stand... wait...
shuffle... go...
twitch... fidget
...yawn...stop
move... nearer
nearer... filled
...pause
take a break
, things go better
with Coke

TftAOC-MAKK (?)

Bottled under the authority of
The Coca-Cola Company by:

Phone 764-2509
STATESBORO COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.

Smith Relates Experiences
With Georgia Legislature WIN
By HOYT CANADY
Managing Editor

Positions Offered
By J. C. Penny
J. C. Penny Company of Savannah is currently recruiting
Management Trainees for executive positions in Retail Merchandising. Beginning salary for a
trainee is $375 per month, with
a potential monthly salary of
$475-$500 after two years of
satisfactory progress.
Students wishing to be interviewed for these positions are
asked to complete a questionnaire
and return it in person to the
Office of Student Personnel Services. Interviews will be scheduled
at the time the questionnaire is
returned.

Elections . . .
Continued from Page 1
Running against him is Bob
Green, a math major from Soperton; he has been a member of
Alpha Gamma Pi, the BSU, and
is a representative to Student
Congress from the junior class.
For First Vice-President, Danny
Bray of Statesboro, a sophomore
Business Administration major.
He was a representative to the
Student Council from the freshmen class, and is business manager of the “Reflector.”
His opponent is John Williford,
a junior from Waycross majoring
in social science. He is a member
of SNEA, was secretary of the
Circle K Club, and is a member
of the tennis team. At present he
is Vice President of the Junior
class.
For Second Vice President,
Miss Mary Shearouse, a history
major from Savannah. She is a
first quarter junior, and is a
member of the Presidents Council, Gamma Sigma Upsilon, Wesley Foundation, the “GeorgeAnne,” staff, and the International Language Association. She is
also on the house council at
Lewis Hall and is President of
the French Club.
Miss Betty Yeomans, also running for the office, is currently
President of the Sophomore class
and President of Alpha Gamma
Omicron. She is a Junior High
School Education Major from
Swainsboro, and is a member of
Gamma Sigma Upsilon and the
BSU.
For Treasurer, Lonice Barrett,
a sonhomore recreation major
from Perry, who has served on
the Committee of 41, and is a
member of the BSU; he is currently Vice President of the
sonh'>~'oi-p class and Gamma
Sigma Upsilon, and is sports editor of “The George-Anne.”
Running for the same office is
Ronnie Fanner, a sophomore recreation major from Nicholson.
He is a member of the recreation
club and is President of the Sanford Hall House Council.
For Secretary is Miss Barbara
Sandefur, a first quarter junior
from Perry majoring in math.
She is a member of Alpha Gamma Omicron, the Lewis Hall
House Council, and the Student
Congress.
Also running for secretary is
John Rutland, a sophomore physical education major from Tifton. Rutland was recently elected
the recipient of the Sanford Hall
House Council Scholarship which
was awarded to him at the end
of last quarter.
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Vice President.
“They wanted views on how
the Southern states were going
to vote in the convention,” he
stated. If anything came up, the
Georgia delegate was to contact
Tennessee and South Carolina
delegates and was the coordinator of votes for the Southern
States.
“After the Convention, the
campaign in the South dragged
because of the Civil Rights plank
in the Democratic platform,” he
pointed out. He went on from
there to cite that Georgia’s leadership in the campaign helped the
other Southern states to “fall
in line.”
During the campaign, Smith
stated that he was most impressed with John F. Kennedy. He
met Kennedy ir Columbus, and
spent the entire day with the future president and his staff; he
also presided over the meeting
at Warm Springs where JFK
spoke.
He also went along with Senator Herman Talmadge and Vandiver to LaGrange along with the
Kennedy party. “It was thrilling
to watch the people line the
streets to see Kennedy,” he said.
Staying on the state scene, he
brought out the fact that Georgia Democrats were becoming too
complacent, and that the Republican party in the state was making serious inroads. Georgia now
has one Republican in the House
and three in the State Senate —
one from Chatham, Fulton, and
Muscogee counties. “The Democrats must keep working,” he
added.
He went on to say that under
Eugene Talmadge, Georgia really
began to move, particularly in its
education system. Then he expressed the hope that some day
Georgia would have an education
system second to none in the nation.
He then pointed out the role of
the General Assembly and the
many committees in the making
of laws and the passing of
amendments in the state. He said
that Georgia Southern had buildings that could not have been
constructed had it not been for
General Assembly action As a
result of this action, the Eugene
Talmadge Memorial Hospital in
Augusta was also provided.
He cited as perhaps the greatest achievement of the assembly
was the recently enacted Budget
Law. Prior to the enactment of
this law, the governor was the
head of the budget. “If the General Assembly funds were out,
the governor could spend as he
saw fit,” he stated. “This, however, was not good government.”
The Budget Law which was
enacted by the 1962 General Assembly, effective in July, wiil, for
the first time, give the assembly
the final say so as to how money
is spent. However, the governor
will have a $2,000 emergency
fund, he said.
He lauded the Vandiver administration as being “excellent.”
“Governor Vandiver met the issues head-on, and his achievements were many,” he added.
After explaining some of the
House rules, and pointing out the
significance of the “Constitution
of 1945,” he offered a challenge
to the Young Democrats of Georgia to “continue being good Democrats, stay interested in government affairs, and keep an interest in state and local matters;
doing this would make Georgia
a better state in which to live.”

GSC Art Show
Draws Over
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WIN

Box Number

Name

Circle all the winners and receive $10.00 cash. If no one gets all the winners, the person naming the
most winners will receive $5.00 in cash from the George-Anne. In case contestants tie, the prize is
equally divided.
1. In each ad on this page you will find two teams scheduled to compete this week.
Check the teams you think will win. Tie games count against you unless indicated.

Former House Speaker
George Smith, former Speaker of the Georgia House of Representatives, told members of the GSC Young Democrats Club Thursday
night that he disagreed with the phrase that “if Georgia were a
two-party state, it would receive more federal aid.” Smith’s address
was given at a banquet sponsored by the Young Democrats at Mrs.
Bryant’s Kitchen.

Division Changes For
Next Year Released
By NANCY PARRISH
Many changes are to be made
in various divisions in staff and
equipment at Georgia Southern
College during the 1963-64 college year. Some of the most significant are listed below:
Language: Four new staff members and a temporary replacement for Robert L. Overstreet,
who will be on leave of absence
next year, wil be added to GSC’s
language division next fall, according to Dr. F. D. Russell.
The instructors will be teaching in the areas of Spanish, comparative literature, English, and
speech.
Dr. Russell stated that some
juniors and seniors might remember Miss Esther Kling, who replaced Clyde Faries when he was
on leave two years ago. Miss
Kling, who wil come here from
the University of Buffalo, will be
an addition to the speech division.
Education: There will be three
staff additions made in the education department, in the areas
of human growth and development, secondary curriculum and
methods, and in the principalship
program.
Although the present staff
members, with two exceptions,
will continue to serve, their assumption of responsibilities will
be altered in some cases. Dr.
Harold Johnson, former director
of student teaching, will serve as
director of principalshp studes.
Dr. Donald Hawk wil become director of student teaching and
coordinator of elementary student teaching.
John Lindsey, assistant professor of education, will be on leave
for the summer to work on a
doctorate at FSU. Paul McClendon wil go to the Jacksonville
University where both he and his
wife wil be employed. Under the
Board of Regent’s rule, a husband and wife are not allowed
to work simultaneously at GSC.
Physical Education and Recreation: This department will add no
new staff members, but two
graduate assistants, Miss Virginia
Mobly and Ed Thompson, will
remain at GSC. Coach J. B.
Scearce, chairman of the department, stated that the number of
graduate assistants will be in-

235 Visitors
Over 235 art lovers attended
Alpha Rho Tau’s Second Annual
Art Festival which was held on
campus last Saturday in the Carruth Building, according to Miss
Freida Gemant of the Art Division.
The exhibits entered in the Festival numbered almost one hundred, and included paintings,
sculpture, and crafts. Several of
the exhibits were entered by offcampus people from the community of Statesboro and Savannah.
Miss Gemant said that a car
from the Statesboro radio station
WWNS came out and broadcast
a portion of the Festival after
lunch.
Miss Jo Carol Gettys, president of Alpha Rho Tau, stated
that next year they hope that the
exhibits can be left up longer
than one day for the benefit of
those students who go home on
the weekends.

10.00

BASEBALL CONTEST

Former Georgia House of Representatives Speaker,
George Smith shared his experiences of being with the
Democratic Party and being in the Legislature of Georgia with members of the Georgia Southern Young Democrats Club at their spring quarter banquet last Thursday
night.
Smith was bom in Stillmore
and graduated from Swainsboro
High School and the University
of Georgia where he was a member of Delta Tau Delta social fraternity. He served as speaker of
the House during the administration of Governor Ernest Vandiver.
He stated his belief in the
Democratic Party as being “the
party of the people” as opposed
to the Republicans whose interest
is in big business. He also stated
that he was a democrat because
his forebearers were democrats,
but that he reserved the right to
criticize his party if he saw fit.
He disagreed with the oftenused phrase that “if Georgia were
a two-party state, it would receive more federal aid,” by stating that Georgia’s Congress mem bers rank high, this state receives its share of federal funds.
Smith was a delegate to the
last Democratic Convention held
at Los Angeles in the summer of
1960, and met personally such
leading political figure heads as
the late Sam Rayburn, former
Speaker of the House; present
Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy, and Lyndon B. Johnson,

$

creased from four to eight next
fall.
Home Economics: Dr. Betty
Lane, chairman of Home Economics Division, stated that they
planned to strengthen its staff by
adding a member who would assume the duties of the food and
nutriiton division.
A course in nutrition will be a
requirement for physical education majors next year, and the
course will be instructed by home
economics division personnel, according to Dr. Lane.
Dr. Lane said she would like
to encourage students to take
some of the valuable courses
available to non-H.E. majors, and
to get them away from the concept that H.E. was only “stitching and stewing.”
Science and Math: Dr. John
Boole, chairman of the science
and math department, said that
two new staff members in the
fields of math and biology would
be added next year.
Dr. Boole said that the department was constantly improving
its equipment, but that the latest
additions were a refrigerated
ultra-centrifuge for bio-chemistry,
and 40 microscopes.
Social Science: According to
Dr. Jack Averitt, social science
division chairman, four new
members wil be aded to the staff
next year. The new instructors
will be in the fields of American
History, sociology, Western Civilization, and in politcal scence
and ecpnomcs.
Busness: Dr. Paul LaGrone said
that additions to the business division were not yet final, but that
he hoped to obtain a Ph.D. from
LSU in finance, a Ph.D. candidate from the University of
Arkanas in management, and that
Edwin D. Davidson would return
from the University of Georgia
where he has been working on
his doctorate.
Dr. LaGrone said that the division had purchased an overhead projector which will be
used for the first time next fall.
The machine will enable the instructor to cover more material in
less time. This will be done by
the instructor’s previously working long or complicated problems
and placing them on a section of
the machine which will project
an enlarged copy on a screen behind his desk.

BASKET FULL OF

Shrimp $1-25
Garden Fresh Green Salad
Choice of Dressing
Drink Included

The

Paragon

Restaurant

. just off the college campus

2. Mail or bring your entry to the George-Anne office located in the Frank I. Williams Center
not later than 2 p.m. Friday. Letters must be postmarked before this time.
3. Members of the George-Anne staff are not eligible to win.

Skate "R Bow!
STUDENT RATES

Monday -— Saturday
35c Per Game — 3 Games $ 1.00

ROLL FILM Developed
and Printed

1 Day Service

— BLACK & WHITE or COLOR —

CURRIE STUDIOS

34 E. MAIN ST.

Mets (Fri.) Giants

Indians (Fri.) Angels

CITY DAIRY CO.

— Grade A Dairy Products —
PASTEURIZED—HOMOGENIZED
VITAMIN D MILK

Ph. 764-2212

Statesboro, Ga.

Statesboro, Ga.

Contest Winner
Perke Robinson $5.00
Cardinals (Fri.) Red Legs

Senators (Fri.) White Sox

"FORDTOWN"

SEA ISLAND BANK

SALES — SERVICE

South side Branch

TOWN — FORDTOWN

FORDTOWN — FORDTOWN — FORDTOWN -

Ford — Falcon — Fairlane — Comet —
Mercury

0LLIFF FORD C0RP.

o 38-40 N. Main St.
Statesboro 3
z
I
Tigers (Fri.) Orioles

and its

. . . just off the GSC campus

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Dodgers (Fri.) Pirates

7- NMOiaNOJ — NMOiaaOJ — NMOlQilOd — NMOia^Od — NMOx

STUDENTS!

FOR THAT QUICK SNACK

Franklin's Restaurant
—At Intersection Hwys. 301, 80 & 25—

Rockwell Manufacturing
Corporation

Yankees (Fri.) Twins

Braves (Fri.) Cubs

Meet Your Friends At

Franklin Radio I* TV Service

"Never Closes"

The College Phaimacy
“Where the Crowds Go”

19 South Main St.
Athletics (Fri.) Red Sox

STUDENTS!!!!

Shop the Modern, Convenient Way

REN FRANKLIN STORE
—Your Most Convenient Store—

E. Main St.

Statesboro, Ga.
Yankees (Sat.) Twins

Rulloch County Rank
"Service With A Smile"

Member
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Tigers (Sat.) Orioles

—ZENITH—

Complete Selection of Records
TV - Radios - Record Players
48 E. Main St.

Statesboro, Ga.

Colts (Fri.) Phillies

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS!
Mets (Sat.) Giants

Medical Center Pharmacy
(opposite hospital)
Open Daily - Wednesdays & Sundays

"Statesboro's Friendly
Neighborhood Drug Store"
Cubs (Sat.) Braves

